
V i t a l i t y 
B a n g l e
Over millennia, nature has found ways to balance energy through 
the symbiosis of light, sound and gravity. Only in the most 
recent time have we begun to understand the true power of these 
incredible forces. We are beginning to use it in the form of solar 
energy, hydroelectric power stations or energy turbines driven 
by the tides. Sound travels through concrete, metal and our own 
bodies every second of the day. 

It is this phenomenon that inspired physicists. 20 years of 
extensive research enabled the creation of devices which have 
the ability to embed sound geometry into the very molecules 
of everyday objects. Such treated objects then emit this subtle 

years afterwards. 

We cannot yet measure this slow release, but we have seen the 

healthy, have pain-relieving properties, and creams treated in this 
way are more easily absorbed by the body. We call this Vitality. 
The only way to try it is to test it for yourself. Vitality Bangle can 
be worn day and night. Over time the soothing effects will become 
evident. Most people who use these objects come to appreciate 

P r o d u c t  F e a t u r e s : 
• Vitality Bangle causes a calming effect on the wearer
• Elegant and simple 
• 
• Highest grade jewellery class anti-allergenic stainless steel
• An elegant satin or velvet drawstring carry case 
• Laser-engraved with amazing GCC Vitality logo

• 
• Great way to introduce other GCC packages to strangers
• 

GCC global community

P a c k a g e  C o n t e n t s :
• A beautiful highly-polished stainless steel bangle: 14 mm wide and 2 mm thick
• An elegant satin or velvet drawstring carry case

 

 


